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The research of this paper belongs to the field of the applications of medical 
information management system , develop self-service systems of bank-hospital card 
based on the self-service product. At present there are most hospitals with "three longs, 
one short( long time of registered queuing , long time of waiting for diagnosis, long 
time of payment and short time of diagnosis )" problem. This system can provide for 
large and medium-sized hospital patients all-in-one-card self-service, Patients with the 
help of the system can complete more than 80%  business by self-service. And this 
system will greatly reduce the pressure of registered queuing and payment, provide 
more thoughtful and personalized service for patients, and improve the service level 
and customer satisfaction. 
This paper firstly analyzes the environment of domestic and foreign patients, 
then lead in the demand of the hospital and the bank can provides patients of 
self-service environmental, and proposed the project is the construction of " the 
self-service system of all-in-one bank-hospital card ". On this basis, according to the 
software engineering theory , this paper concrete analysis on system interface, 
subsystem business requirements and technical requirements. From the begging of 
general design and detailed design, this  paper describes the system data structure, 
system structure diagram and business flow chart. Then it describe the realization of 
the system report module and process configuration of front-end subsystems business. 
Then if provides the integration solution and and system test plan. According the 
resuult of testing , this paper describes the specific deployment of this system. After 
testing and using in practical environment, it is proved that the system design goal is 
achieved. They include :using multimedia self-service equipment and ancillary 
software, hairpin, registered, amount of deposit, consumption, inquiry, refund, report 
the loss card, medical service; use background management subsystem based on SSH 
structure,  the  system  provides  the  management  of  he  whole  life  cycle  of  all  
equipments, and ensure that equipment and the open integrity rate of the probability. 
Finally this paper summarize the system, summarizes the system deficiency, and puts 
forward concrete suggestions of further perfect for system. 
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